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Worldwide millions of children and youth live in institutions that may not provide basic conditions for good-enough care, and these numbers are predicted to increase drastically because of the aftermath of the COVID pandemic and wars raging in several parts of the world. We show that three conditions are essential: safe, stable, and shared care (Triple S care). Safe care means a caregiving environment free from child abuse or neglect; stable care implies a minimum number of separations from caregivers; and shared care entails support from a small network of ‘alloparents’ to alleviate caregiving tasks. With empirical and meta-analytic results from our studies over more than 30 years on institutionalization we demonstrate that institutions, including small ones like SOS Children Villages, cannot provide safe, stable, and shared care, and lead to substantial delays in development, not only for physical health but also for mental health and neurocognitive growth. The good news however is that children can recover from the setbacks of institutional care when they move to family-based environments, such as foster or adoptive care, kinship care, or Kafalah. Abolition of institutions does not automatically lead to better care. De-institutionalization can only succeed if the transition to family-based care is supported by policies that promote safe, stable, and shared alternative care. Facilitating and monitoring the transition to family-based care should be paramount in policies for children and youth without parental care.
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Introduction

For the physical and mental health of children, growing up in stable and safe family-based care arrangements is essential. In support of this statement we review what is known about child development in residential care, foster/kafalah care, and adoptive families. Whenever possible, we rely not (only) on single empirical studies but on meta-analyses, that is, the combination of available empirical research into a specific topic. Such meta-analytic results are based on many more children than individual studies, produce more robust results, and are a prerequisite for translation of research to policy and practice [1].

Child development: experience-expectant and experience-dependent

Children need others to survive and develop. Human children are said to be born ‘prematurely’ at a gestational age of 9 months. Ideally their gestation should be 21 months, but our upright position hinders mothers to give birth to an infant who with another year of intrauterine growth would be too big to pass the small passage between mothers’ hips [2]. As a consequence, human infants have an extra-long period of total dependency on caregivers before they are able to move around or feed themselves. The advantage of this birth timing is that human infants’ brains are in full development at birth and can absorb environmental input from the caregiving environment. From birth to the age of 12 months, head circumference increases 23%. At the same time, human brains also need environmental input to develop. Brains can adapt to environmental experiences even into adulthood, but the plasticity of the brain is not limitless and some necessary environmental input should occur in (early) sensitive periods [3]. This is why child development is said to be both experience-expectant and experience-dependent.

Experience-expectant development refers to common experiences of a species and is associated with a sensitive period in development. When the ‘expected’ experiences are absent, the neural circuits do not develop. If infants are deprived of contact with caregivers and social communication, they may not be able to catch up later in life. So-called feral children, who have been reared in extreme circumstances with severe social isolation, remain mentally retarded and find it impossible to learn to talk at a later age [4, 5]. In a similar vein, previously institutionalized children who experienced serious deprivation may encounter difficulties with information processing and language [3, 6]. In contrast to experience-expectant development, experience-dependent development is not limited to a sensitive period and varies between individuals [7]. For example, variation in caregiver’s sensitivity is associated with the quality of the infant-caregiver attachment relationship [8, 9], which in turn is predictive of children’s social competence with peers [10].

The quality of parenting can be placed on a continuum, varying from a total lack of sensitive, supportive parenting, to ideally sensitive caregivers with stable, long-term relationships with the child, who quickly pick up child signals and needs, interpret the child’s signals correctly and respond in a prompt and adequate way [11]. These are the precursors of a secure child-caregiver attachment relationship. Of course, there are more dimensions to being a (foster, adoptive, or biological) parent than only being an attachment figure responding to child (di-)stress signals. Parenting also includes taking care of the child’s physical and medical needs, limit-setting, playing and teaching, to name but a few common parental activities. Obviously not all parents are experts in all of these domains, and hardly any child grows up in a situation that is ideal in all respects. But the lower limit of a ‘good enough’ caregiving environment should be met for children to develop their basic potentials. Developmental outcomes are not determined by our genes, as some may seem to suggest [12]. Experiences matter. In the next paragraph, we dig deeper into the characteristics of a ‘good enough’ caregiving environment.

Triple S care: safe, stable and shared good-enough care

The ‘best interest of the child’ as a standard has become ubiquitous in family court decision making with regard to child protection and custody [13]. That seems a natural and morally preferable point of view. Yet it is problematic for several reasons. First, what is optimal for the child in the here and now may not be optimal from a longitudinal perspective [13]. For example, when a parent is struggling with depression, poverty, or substance abuse, it may seem in the best interests of the child to place the child with a sensitive foster parent in an affluent neighbourhood. However, the long-term interest of the child is stability of caregivers, and remaining with their own parent with parenting support (and therapy to fight the parent’s depression or addiction) may be the better alternative. Second, using the example of quality of attachment, one could argue that it is in the best interest of children to have secure attachment relationships with their caregivers. Securely attached children have better relationships with their peers, show less internalizing and externalizing behavior problems (see for meta-analytic evidence [10], better language development [14], and may even be better parents in the future (intergenerational transmission of attachment, [15]). But worldwide, only about 55% of the children are securely attached with their caregivers [16]. Would that imply that the other 45% of the children should
be provided with other, more sensitive caregivers? It is obvious that this would be a no-go. Not only are the associations between security of attachment and later development probabilistic and not that strong, but even if these associations were stronger, it would be morally indefensible to take children away from their not-so-sensitive parents [17].

Rather than using the ‘best interest of the child’ as a leading principle, it seems better to adjust the standard to good enough care. Most parents and other caregivers provide good-enough care, that is, they provide a stable, non-maltreating variety of care [1, 18]. Good-enough care is characterized by availability and stability of caregiver(s), and the absence of any form of sexual, physical or emotional abuse and neglect. Such good-enough care creates safety in the sense of protection against serious harm, although it does not always offer a secure base. There is no children’s right to secure attachment (even if we would wish for as many secure infant-caregiver relationships as possible), but children should be given the opportunity to grow up in a safe environment. That is the S for Safe in Triple S care.

Stability is the second principle of Triple S care. In order to make sense of their caregiving context, children need stability of caregivers. That does not imply that one caregiver should always be present and available to the child, as has in the past been argued and is sometimes claimed by voices promoting something that is called “Attachment Parenting” but is not backed up by attachment theory or research. In fact, for the survival of a child having one caregiver that is solely responsible for the child is a big risk, and thus evolutionary improbable. The death of the caregiver, which was quite common in human history, would be deadly to the child that is left with no alternative caregiver. Second, a caregiver who is always ‘on charge’ would soon be overburdened and not able to provide for the child, let alone when she has more than one offspring. Sara Hrdy notes in her book Mothers and Others that it takes 13,000,000 calories to provide for a child from birth to independence [19]. No single caregiver could manage that. However, there may be not only a minimum to the number of caregivers who can provide stability of care, but also a maximum. It is not the more the merrier for developing children, because it is essential that they can form expectations and predictions about what caregivers will do, and how they will interact and respond to them. It is easy to see that such expectations and predictions form a necessary condition for human relationships. That implies that the child needs to be able to distinguish a caregiver from other adults and to have a mental representation of the caregiver. Having distinct representations of many different caregivers, with accompanying expectations about behavioral do’s and don’ts with them, requires complex cognitive processes and is impossible for young children. They need stability of caregivers to enable contingency (realizing the effects of one’s actions on the environment) and to establish relationships.

Once a relationship with a caregiver has been established, the loss of such a relationship causes severe suffering. In his trilogy Attachment and Loss, Bowlby describes how children respond to loss of a caregiver with shock, searching, disorganization and despair [20]. James and Joyce Robertson documented in their moving films of children temporarily separated from their parents (A Two-year-old Goes to Hospital, and John, Aged Seventeen Months, for Nine Days in a Residential Nursery) young children’s reactions of distress when separated from their familiar caregivers in the 1950s and 1960s [21]. That is 70 years ago, but child distress in response to separation from or loss of a familiar and trusted caregiver has not changed over time. Instability of care should be avoided as much as possible, and caregiving arrangements with high instability of care are detrimental to child development.

The principle of stability may seem to odds with the principle of shared care, the third element of Triple S care. As noted above, providing care for a child as a single caregiver has been evolutionary impossible and the help of so-called alloparents is essential [19, 22]. Alloparenting is observed in most group-living primates. Close relatives such as grandparents, aunts and uncles, as well as older siblings play a caregiving role in large parts of the majority world. Alloparenting has benefits: grandparents are experienced and can set an example, inexperienced adolescents and adults can practice mothering skills, which provides the mother with time for other activities, and increases the child’s chances of survival if the biological mother dies [19, 22]. In hunter-gatherer communities, kinship networks caring for young children were common [23]. Settled communities, with subsistence agricultural and peasant activities farther away from the home, show the same picture, with grandmothers, extended family members, and older siblings taking care of the young ones [24]. Note that such caregiver networks were quite stable over time, offering young children the opportunity to establish multiple relationships.

In a study conducted in Scotland in the 1960s, Schaffer and Emerson showed that the number of individuals that children used as attachment figures increased over time, first only their mothers, who were their primary caregivers, and later additional familiar persons [25]. The number attachment relationships increased with the cognitive development of the child [26]. More recently, Riem et al. showed the benefits of grandmaternal support: involved grandparents, in particular mother’s own mother, constitute a protective factor for the development of maternal
postpartum mental health problems [27]. Shared care provides both child and parent a network to rely on, and helps preventing parental burnout.

**Institutional care: not good enough**

Safe, stable, and shared (Triple S) care defines good-enough child care. Unfortunately, virtually all types of institutional care fall short of good-enough care arrangements for the child. Stability of caregivers is necessary for continuity in social interactions with significant others, which is a core need of the developing child, and such stability is not realized in 24/7 group care. In one of our own studies in Ukraine children were reported to have had more than 50 caregivers before their fourth birthday [28]. Children at the Mitera Babies Centre in Greece had an average of 29 caregivers over a 6-month period [29]. In those situations, children do not thrive. A meta-analysis of more than 300 studies, with in total more than 100,000 children in 65 countries, demonstrated that growing up in an institution is associated with severe delays in physical growth, brain development, cognition, and attention [1, 30]; moreover, an overrepresentation of disorganized attachments is found in children in institutional care. For physical growth and for head circumference, an indicator for brain development, the effect sizes were very large (d = 1.18 and d = 1.44, respectively), indicating more than a standard deviation difference between children in institutional care and their peers.

It has been argued that the comparison between children in institutional care and their non-institutionalized peers is complicated by confounding factors. Children in group care would be less healthy since birth, more constitutionally compromised or genetically disadvantaged than their peers. Although that might be the case, empirical evidence shows that such potential differences do not tell the whole story. Our study in Ukraine, together with Natasha Dobrova-Krol, may serve as an example although we emphasize that the study has been conducted almost 20 years ago, and much has changed in Ukraine in terms of circumstances (war) and policies promoting de-institutionalisation supported by the Olena Zelenska Foundation [31, 32]. In this study we compared children with and without perinatal HIV-1 infection who either lived in institutional care or with their families [33]. All HIV-infected children were born to seropositive mothers and had acquired the infection perinatally. Their families struggled with poverty, alcohol and/or drugs abuse, unemployment and, in some cases, criminal records. Medical care was more adequate in the institutional care settings than in these struggling families. At birth, both groups of HIV-infected children had lower supine length at birth than their uninfected counterparts. But at six months the two groups of family-reared children (with and without HIV infection) had normal height-for-age, while the two groups of children in group care were around two standard deviations below average, and the delay in growth remained until their fourth birthday, the last measurement point of our study. Similar delays in cognitive development were found. On a non-verbal intelligence test, the average IQ score of the family-reared non-infected children was 99, while the family-reared infected children scored on average 79. Both groups of institutionalized children had lower average scores, 69 and 64 in the groups without and with HIV-infection, respectively, see Figure 1. On all developmental outcomes, the family-reared children did better than the children who lived in institutional care, indicating that even compromised family life is more supportive of child development than organized group care with sufficient food and medical care, and a not-so-bad 1:5 caregiver-to-child ratio.

![Figure 1. IQ scores (Mean, SE) of children without and with perinatal HIV-1 infection living with their families (in green) or in institutions (in red)](image-url)
A second argument for the influence of institutional care is the dose-response associations that we found meta-analytically. The longer children remained in institutional care, the larger the delays in various developmental domains [30]. Such dose-response associations between duration of institutionalization and delays in developmental outcomes point to the devastating effects of spending time in residential care facilities, in spite of the availability of healthy food and medical care. This supports the idea that the developmental delays are associated with the structural neglect that is inherent to institutional care with its multiple shifts and frequent change of caregivers [34].

Thirdly, after placement in family-based care, children show developmental catch-up. Even for characteristics that are commonly considered mostly genetically influenced, such as height-for-age and IQ, the change in caregiving arrangement brought about large effects (meta-analytic effect sizes were $d = 1.05$ for growth and $d = 0.57$ for IQ, [30]). As these effects are partly based on comparisons between children who transitioned into family-based care and children who remained in institutional care, one might wonder whether the effects may be inflated when the most healthy and bright children would be selected for foster care or adoption, leaving the ‘worst cases’ in the comparison institutional care group. But these meta-analytic effect sizes converge with the findings in the Bucharest Early Intervention Project (BEIP), a unique study in Romania (https://www.bucharestearylnterventionproject.org/). At the time, no foster system existed in Romania. As part of the BEIP project, foster families were sought and trained, and children in institutional care were randomly assigned to either placement in a foster family or remain in their group care setting [35]. Because the random assignment counters any selection mechanism, differences between the two groups in their development over time must be ascribed to the different care arrangements. Over the past 15 years, many papers from the BEIP project have demonstrated the positive effects of placement in family-based foster care (see, e.g., [36]). The convergence between the meta-analytic results and the findings from BEIP indicates that the documented effects are not due to selection mechanisms.

Fragmented care may be one of the main determinants of the negative outcomes for children in institutional care. In a study in one of the big cities of India, we examined the daily life experiences of young children in an orphanage [37]. During 5 weeks, spot observations of 20 randomly chosen toddlers were done. Between 09:00 a.m. and 14:00 p.m., a child was observed every 10 minutes for 1 minute, resulting in 620 spot observations for 20 children. In a spot observation, a research assistant stepped into the room, videotaped in a nonintrusive way the part of the room where the target child was, and after a minute stepped out of the room and completed the observation form. During filming, the assistant avoided eye contact or interaction with the children and caregiver(s). The observations showed 80% of the time children did not interact with a caregiver or peer. Involvement in routines, including feeding and bathing, was observed 9% of the time, 49% of the time was spent on nonmeaningful activities. For two thirds of the time (66%), the caregivers did not speak at all. They spoke to another adult (10% of the time), to another child (21%), to the group in general (2%), or to the target child (1% of the time). Only 1% of the time did the target child speak to a caregiver, see Figure 2. It is no wonder that socio-emotional and language development are delayed in such conditions.

![Figure 2. Daily experiences of toddlers in institutionalized care (India), based on 620 spot observations](image)

Note. Percentages of total observation time
Small group homes: no alternative

One might expect that child developmental outcomes are better in small group homes, such as SOS Children’s Villages, the largest NGO globally in support of children in alternative care. The motto of SOS Children’s Villages (SOSCV) is Every child deserves to grow up in a family, with love and respect (https://www.sossouthafrica.org.za/our-work/quality-care/alternative-care). SOSCV uses small group housing in an effort to mimic a family-like child-rearing environment. They argue that their approach of family-like housing of small numbers of children with a more or less permanent mother figure would facilitate development and be in the best interest of children without parental care (SOS Children’s Villages International [38]). Unfortunately, the evidence does not support the idea that small group care is a good alternative to family-based care for children.

In the 70 years that SOS Children’s Villages exist, eight studies on the effects of this type of care on children’s development have been conducted. A meta-analysis of these studies, comparing SOS children with peers reared in typical larger institutions and with peers growing up in family-based care shows that children in small group care do better than children in large institutions in terms of their mental health (d = 0.92), but worse than children in large institutions in terms of their physical growth (d = -0.40). On both dimensions, mental and physical development they lag behind children in family care. For mental health the effect size was d = -0.61, and for physical growth d = -1.05, pointing to serious delays in the children in small group care [39, 40].

Moreover, reports revealed serious sexual, physical and emotional abuse in SOS Children’s Villages in all SOS villages that were part of the examination (Independent Special Commission, June 2023). “…ISC confirms that serious allegations of incidents of child sexual and physical abuse … have occurred in several MAs (SOS Children’s Villages) in Africa, Asia and Central America…” and “that there are high incidents of pregnancies and substance abuse within SOS villages across the Federation”. This investigation, conducted in a time period of only 1 year, probably uncovered only the tip of an iceberg. It is a sad confirmation of what we also found in group care settings in The Netherlands, namely a large increase in the risk of physical and sexual abuse in youth in institutional care compared to their peers in family-based care [41, 42].

We must conclude that small group homes are no feasible alternative for children without parental care. Some essential features are shared by large institutions and small group care: the staff turnover (still 24/7 care by professionals) and instability, and the absence of a network for the transition to adulthood. Triple S care is not provided in small group homes, and, importantly, they are expensive, draining funds from building an infrastructure for a real family-based (adoptive, foster, or kafalah) care.

Institutions are no ‘good place to grow’

Challenging the verdict on institutional care Henderson (2024) argued that in fact institutions would be a good place to grow. He feels that the current public, policy, and scientific opinion about institutional (or residential) care is plainly hostile toward such care, evaluating such care as ‘irreversibly bad’, showing an ‘unambiguous animus’ and importantly such attitudes would be based on ‘prejudice’, ‘quasi-religious belief’, and ‘ideology’, not supported by the available evidence. The implications of abolition of the institutions for children without parental care would be ‘draconian’, because without access to high-quality institutional care many children and youth would be deprived of the chance to have stable relationships with professional caregivers [43].

The bellicose approach of Henderson’s sketchy review of the literature on institutionalisation does not help to make it a convincing rebuttal. Crucially, his treatise is a narrative review of research on (de-)institutionalisation over the past 70 years, meaning that the review is not reproducible or replicable [44]. A transparent search and coding system for pertinent literature is missing. Because of their non-replicable nature narrative reviews have much less evidence weight in scientific debates than quantitative syntheses of research. Rapid or scoping reviews might be useful to propose potentially fruitful hypotheses for further systematic quantitative scrutiny, but they cannot be a replacement for such scrutiny in high-stakes cases such as institutional care. Children and youth without parental care have the right to the best scientific evidence to support decisions about their lives, subjective expressions of personal opinions fall short of such translational use [1]. After the extensive set of carefully conducted meta-analyses on more than 300 empirical studies from more than 60 countries in our Lancet Psychiatry paper on (de-)institutionalisation [30] an adequate rebuttal would be based on a similarly careful independent replication of this study. Single studies [45, cf. 46], rapid and scoping reviews [47] or other types of narrative reviews [43] fail to meet the bar of replicable contributions to the scientific debate. Unfortunately, cutting corners to criticize the best available evidence is seductive for some stakeholders (e.g., SOSCV) but children’s rights require more substantial replicable counterarguments. If the translational stakes are high the bar for (counter-)evidence should be high as well.
Fostering security in stable family care

Rather than trying to improve institutional care, it seems more rational to invest all efforts and resources in family-based care. The empirical evidence of at least 50 years of research shows the damage done to child development in large and small institutions, and the catch-up on virtually all domains of development after placement of children in family-based care.

One type of stable family care is adoption, that is, legally accepting another’s child and bringing it up as one’s own. Meta-analyses on the effects of adoption use two types of comparison groups for adopted children: their former peers, who remained in the setting the adopted children left (mostly institutional care, sometimes foster care), or their current non-adopted peers, who were raised in their biological family since birth.

The comparison with their former peers results in large effect sizes, for example \( d = 1.17 \) for cognitive development [48], indicating an advantage of on average 17.5 IQ points in adopted children. The effect size for the comparison with their current, non-adopted peers was only \( d = -0.13 \), showing almost complete catch-up in cognitive development. For attachment security, adoptees were as securely attached as their current non-adopted peers when they were placed before 12 months of age (a minimal difference emerged, \( d = -0.08 \)); but adoptees placed after their first birthday showed less attachment security (\( d = -0.80 \)) [49]. Other indicators for socio-emotional development, such as behavior problems, show modest effect sizes for the comparison with their current peers on internalizing problems (\( d = 0.16 \)), and externalizing problems (\( d = 0.24 \)) [50], but no difference in self-esteem (\( d = 0.01 \)) [51]. Notably, for the socio-emotional outcomes the comparison with former peers often cannot be made due to lack of data on the former peers. Only for self-esteem some studies were available for the comparison between adoptees and their peers left behind. Self-esteem differed significantly with higher scores for the adoptees (\( d = 0.58 \)) [51].

In general, we see large effect sizes for the comparison with the former peers (when data are available), and small effect sizes for the comparison with the current peers. These findings demonstrate children’s ability to catch-up, that is, to recover from severe developmental delays due to early adverse conditions. Yet, catch-up is more complete for children who are placed in stable family care at a younger age.

Unfortunately, family-based foster care for children and youth without parental care is not a guaranteed stable arrangement. A meta-analysis on placement breakdowns in long-term foster care showed that between 20% to 50% of the children experience unforeseen disruption of their placement with the foster family [52]. Older age at placement was a significant predictor of instability. Kinship foster care was not more stable than non-kin care, and the presence or absence of contact with the biological parents did not play a role in foster care breakdown. Adoption may be more stable than foster care because of its legal safeguards against early breakdown and the perception by both parents and children as a definite placement. Palacios et al. estimated the percentage of breakdowns in adoption to be around 12%, considerably lower than the rate of disruptions in foster care [53]. A quasi-experimental study in Sweden compared the developmental trajectories of siblings in out-of-home care until the age of 13 years. In each sibling pair, one sibling was adopted as young adolescent while the other siblings remained in foster care arrangements. Educational and social outcomes in adulthood were clearly in favour of the adopted siblings. Adopted siblings did better in terms of general health, mental health, social adaptation, and substance abuse outcomes. They used less psychiatric care and committed fewer suicides (or suicide attempts) than their siblings who remained in the foster system [54]. Monitoring quantitative indicators for deinstitutionalisation is crucial: maltreatment rates (safety), number of alternative care break-ups (stability), and size of the supportive network around both child and family (shared care) should be recorded at regular intervals to implement effective deinstitutionalisation [55].

Conclusions

Family matters. Safe, stable, and shared family-based care provide the necessary conditions for children to develop their basic potentials. In such conditions, secure and insecure attachments might develop. Although one would want to give all children the opportunity to establish secure attachment relationships with their caregivers, it has been argued that secure attachment might be not the best preparation for future life in some (harsh) environments. Good-enough care may prepare the child for a specific future niche to which the child is expected to adapt [56]. However, institutional care falls short on all dimensions of good-enough care and should be considered structural neglect [1]. Sadly, it is not a small number of children who live in such dire conditions, the number of children worldwide that are housed in institutions is estimated at 7.5 million children [57]. We should do everything at the local, national, and global levels to prevent family break-up, to stop the stream of children entering 24/7 non-parental care [58]. The detrimental effects of institutional care, both in large and small group settings, has been amply documented. Alternative care for children and
adolescents without parental care needs to be family-based as provided in foster, adoptive or kinship care, and to promote safe, stable, and shared care in those families, parenting support is needed to prevent the most vulnerable human beings from (repeated) placement breakdown experiences.
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